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Abstra t. We redu e the provability of fragments of multipli ative linear logi to mat hing problems onsisting in nding a one-one- orresponden e between two sets of rst-order terms together with a uni er
that equates the orresponding terms. A ording to the kind of stru ture to whi h these rst-order terms belong our mat hing problem orresponds to provability in the impli ative fragment of multipli ative linear
logi , in the Lambek al ulus, or in the non-asso iative Lambek al ulus.
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Introdu tion

Four de ades ago, Lambek introdu ed a non- ommutative logi al al ulus, known
as L, intended to give a mathemati al a ount of the stru ture of natural languages [13℄. This al ulus, whi h serves as a basis for modern ategorial grammars [17,18,24℄, appears a posteriori to be the intuitionisti non- ommutative
fragment of Girard's multipli ative linear logi [7℄.
In a ategorial grammar, senten e parsing amounts to automati dedu tion
in the underlying logi al al ulus. This gives a pra ti al interest to proof-sear h
algorithms for L. Nevertheless, the omplexity of L provability is still an open
problem, even in the ase of its impli ative fragment. It is known, however, that
the al ulus obtained by allowing L to be ommutative (i.e., the intuitionisti fragment of multipli ative linear logi ) is NP- omplete. This result, due to
Kanovit h, remains valid in the purely impli ative ase [9℄. On the other hand,
NL (the non-asso iative variant of L that Lambek introdu ed in [14℄) is known
to be polynomial. This has been established by Aarts and Trautwein for the
impli ative fragment of NL [1℄, and by ourself for the full system [6℄.
In this paper, we try to get some new insight into the omplexity of L. To
this end, we redu e provability in the impli ative fragment of L to a mat hing
problem onsisting in nding a one-one- orresponden e between two sets of rstorder terms ranging over the free monoid, together with a uni er that equates
the orresponding terms. Interestingly enough, when the terms range over the
free groupoid or over the free ommutative monoid, our mat hing problem orresponds to provability in the impli ative fragments of NL or multipli ative
linear logi , respe tively. This sheds light on the role played by asso iativity,
and ommutativity.

Our redu tion, whi h is inspired by the language models of L [20℄, is not
entirely new. Indeed, in his thesis [22℄, Roorda shows how to asso iate to any
formula L a mat hing problem akin to ours. With respe t to this, our ontribution is twofold:

{ we show that a formula is provable if and only if the asso iated mat hing

problem admits a solution (Roorda only proves the easy part of this statement, i.e., the ne essity of the ondition);
{ we de ne a notion of pn-mat hing that hara terises exa tly the mat hing
problems that are asso iated to formulas; onsequently, our redu tion works
in both dire tion.

We also de ne a general proof-sear h pro edure that works for the impli ative
fragments of NL, L, and multipli ative linear logi . This pro edure, whi h is
based on our notion of pn-mat hing, is spe ify by a non-deterministi transition
system. Here, our main ontribution is to show that ea h transition is history
independent, whi h allows dynami programming te hniques to be used.
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Intuitionisti

Impli ative Linear Logi

In this se tion, we present three variants of intuitionisti impli ative linear logi :
the impli ative fragment of Girard's multipli ative linear logi [7℄, the impli ative
fragment of Lambek's al ulus of synta ti types (also known as the Lambek alulus ) [13℄, and the impli ative fragment of the so- alled non asso iative Lambek
al ulus [14℄. These three al uli will be alled IMLL, IL, and INL, respe tively.
As we will see, IMLL may be seen as the ommutative extension of IL whi h
may be seen as the asso iative extension of INL:
We start with a presentation of the weakest system. The formulas of INL
are built up from a set of atomi formulas A and the onne tives Æ and Æ
a ording to the following grammar:

F

::=

A j (F Æ F ) j (F Æ F )

The onsequen e relation of INL is spe i ed by the following Gentzen-like seA where is
quent al ulus. The sequents of this al ulus have the form
a (possibly empty)1 binary tree of formulas, i.e., a fully bra keted stru ture. We
take for granted the notion of ontext, i.e., a binary tree with a hole. If [ ℄ is
su h a ontext, [℄ denotes the binary tree obtained by lling the hole in [ ℄
with the binary tree .
A A (Id)

1

A [B ℄ C
[ ( ; (A Æ B )) ℄ C

( Æ-L)

(A; )
(A

B
Æ B)

( Æ-R)

This is a slight departure from the original (non asso iative) Lambek al ulus that
requires sequents whose ante edents are non empty.
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( ; A) B
(Æ -R)
(B Æ A)
The above system does not in lude any stru tural rule. As a onsequen e
INL, seen as logi al system, is quite weak (without being trivial). For instan e,
the two onne tives \ Æ" and \Æ " do not satisfy the following transitivity rules:

A [B ℄ C
[ ((B Æ A); ) ℄ C

(A

Æ B; B Æ C )

A

(Æ -L)

ÆC

(C Æ B; B Æ A)

CÆ A

Indeed, these two rules suppose the asso iativity of the binary operation whose
residuals are \ Æ" and \Æ ".
Now, by extending INL with the following stru tural rules, whi h allow for
asso iativity, we obtain the Lambek al ulus IL:
[ (; (; )) ℄ A
[ ((; ); ) ℄ A
(asso 1 )
(asso 2 )
[ ((; ); ) ℄ A
[ (; (; )) ℄ A
To illustrate how IL extends INL, let us now derive one of the above transitivity rules:

B B C C
A A (B; B Æ C ) C
((A; A Æ B ); B Æ C ) C
(asso 2 )
(A; (A Æ B; B Æ C )) C
(A Æ B; B Æ C ) A Æ C
In fa t, the usual presentation of IL leaves Rules (asso 1 ) and (asso 2 ) impli it

by de ning the ante edents of the sequents to be sequen es of formulas rather
than binary trees.
Finally, by extending IL with the following ex hange rule:
[ (; ) ℄ A
(ex hange)
[ (; ) ℄ A
one obtains the impli ative fragment of Girard's multipli ative linear logi . In
this ase, there is no longer any need for distinguishing between two kinds of
impli ations be ause the formulas A Æ B and B Æ A are provably equivalent:

A A B
(A; A Æ B )
(A Æ B; A)
A ÆB BÆ

B
A A B B
B
(B Æ A; A) B
(ex hange)
(ex hange)
B
(A; B Æ A) B
A
BÆ A A ÆB
It is well-known that IMLL, IL, and INL are su h that any sequent (A; )
B is provable if and only if
A Æ B is provable. Therefore, the provability

of any sequent is equivalent to the provability of some sequent made of only
one formula. In the sequel of this paper, for the sake of simpli ity, we will only
onsider su h one-formula sequents.
3
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Intuitionisti

proof-nets

In Girard's multipli ative linear logi , impli ation is not taken as a primitive.
The formula are built upon a set of literals|i.e., atomi formulas (A; B; C; : : :) or
negated atomi formulas (A? ; B ? ; C ? ; : : :)|by means of two onne tives ( and
) that orrespond to multipli ative onjun tion and disjun tion, respe tively.
Then, impli ation is de ned a ording to de Morgan's laws. This give rise to
the following translation of the impli ative formulas introdu ed in the previous
se tion:
&

A)) Æ (C

Æ (B Æ

&

(C ?

(B

&

&

B?) C )

[[ ℄℄

[[A℄℄ = A?
[[ Æ ℄℄ = [[ ℄℄
[[ Æ ℄℄ = [[ ℄℄+

((A?

((E Æ E )
(D?

&

[[F ℄℄+ = ((A

Æ (B Æ

[[ ℄℄+

[[ ℄℄+
[[ ℄℄

Æ ((D Æ D) Æ A)))).

D)) (E

&

Let F = (C
Then, we have

Example 1.

&
&

[[A℄℄+ = A
[[ Æ ℄℄+ = [[ ℄℄
[[ Æ ℄℄+ = [[ ℄℄+

E ? ))))

This translation allows proof-nets to be de ned for IMLL, IL, and INL.
Proof-nets are a graph-theoreti representation of proofs. Their de nition omes
in two rounds. One rst de ne a notion of proof-stru ture, whi h orresponds
to a lass of graphs intended to represents proofs. Then one gives a orre tness
riterion that allows one to distinguish the proof-stru tures that orrespond to
a tual proofs from the other ones.
There exist several orre tness riteria in the literature [3,4,7,8,10℄ (in luding
riteria adapted to the non- ommutative ase [12,19,21,22℄), among whi h the
most well known are Girard's long trip ondition [7℄, and the Danos-Regnier
riterion [4℄. These riteria might be used in the present intuitionisti setting
be ause ( ontrarily to lassi al logi ) multipli ative linear logi is a onservative extension of its intuitionisti fragment. Nevertheless, it is possible to de ne
riteria that are intrinsi ally intuitionisti . This is the ase of the riterion we
give here, whi h is taken from [5℄. This riterion has also the advantage of being
easily adaptable to the non- ommutative and the non-asso iative ases.
Proof-nets and proof-stru tures being simple graphs (whose verti es are de orated with literals and onne tives), we use freely elementary graph-theoreti
on epts that an be found in any textbook. In parti ular, we adopt the terminology of [2℄, and we will write P = hV; E i for a proof-stru ture (or a proof-net)
P whose set of verti es is V , and set of edges is E . We also take for granted the
notion of parse tree of a multipli ative formula. The leaves of su h a parse tree
are de orated with literals, and its nodes are de orated either with the onne tive
or the onne tive .
We rst introdu e a notion of proof-frame. Then we de ne the notions of
proof-stru ture and proof-net.
&

De nition 2. Let A be an impli ative formula. The proof-frame of A is de ned
to be the parse tree of the multipli ative formula [[A℄℄+ .
4

The translation [[ ℄℄+ impli itly assigns polarities (positive or negative) to all
the sub-formulas of a given impli ative formula. This assignment is re e ted on
the proof-frames as follows:

{ ea h leaf that is de orated with a positive literal (A; B; C; : : :) is assigned
the positive polarity;

{ ea h leaf that is de orated with a negative literal (A? ; B ? ; C ? ; : : :) is as&

signed the negative polarity;

{ ea h node that is de orated with
{ ea h node that is de orated with

is assigned the positive polarity;
is assigned the negative polarity.

In a proof-frame, a subgraph made of one node together with its two daughters
is alled a link. The left and right daughters of a link are respe tively alled its
left and right premises. The mother is alled the on lusion of the link. Note that
the two premises of any link are assigned opposite polarities by the translation
[[ ℄℄+ . Consequently, one distinguishes between four sorts of links a ording to
the polarities that are assigned to their verti es. The npp-links are de ned to be
the links whose left premise is negative, whose on lusion is positive, and whose
right premise is positive. The ppn-links, nnp-links, and pnn-links are de ned
a ordingly. The npp - and ppn -links are also alled -links, a ording to the
onne tive that de orates their on lusions. Similarly, the nnp - and pnn -links
are alled -links.
&

De nition 3. Let A be an impli ative formula. A proof-stru
is a simple de orated graph made of:

ture

of A (if any)

(a) the proof-frame of A,
(b) a perfe t mat hing on the leaves of this proof-frame that relates any leaf
de orated with a positive literal A to some leaf de orated with the negative
literal A? .
The edges de ning the perfe t mat hing on the leaves of the proof-frame are
alled the axiom links of the proof-stru ture.
In a proof-stru ture, the two leaves of the underlying proof-frame that are
related by a given axiom link are alled the on lusions of this axiom link. We
also de ne the prin ipal inputs of a proof-stru ture (or a proof-frame) to be the
negative premises of its -links. Similarly, We de ne its prin ipal outputs to be
the positive premises of its -links (this notion will be only needed in Se tion
4).
Let  be a ountably in nite set, whose elements will be alled the onstants.
We write T ( ) for the arrier set of the groupoid2 T ( ); ; i freely generated
by  . We also write   (respe tively, N  ) for the arrier sets of the monoid
&

2

I.e, an algebrai stru ture with a (non ne essarily asso iative) binary operation \"
that admits an identity element .
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h  ; ; i (respe tively, the

.

ommutative monoid3

hN  ; ; i) freely generated by

De nition 4. Let A be an impli ative formula, An INL (respe tively, IL,
IMLL) proof-net of A (if any) is a proof-stru ture of A, P = hV; E i, together
with an appli ation  : V ! T ( ) (respe tively,  : V !   ,  : V ! N  ) su h

that:

(a) the value assigned by  to the root of the underlying proof-frame is ;
(b) the values assigned by  to the prin ipal inputs of P are onstants that are
pairwise di erent;
( ) the values assigned by  to the two on lusions of an axiom-link are equal;
(d) the values assigned by  obey the onstraints given in Figure 1, i.e.:
(d1) the value assigned to the positive premise of a npp -link must be equal
to the produ t of the value assigned to its on lusion with the value
assigned to its negative premise,
(d2) the value assigned to the positive premise of a ppn -link must be equal to
the produ t of the value assigned to its negative premise with the value
assigned to its on lusion;
(d3) the value assigned to the negative premise of a nnp -link must be equal
to the produ t of the value assigned to its on lusion with the value
assigned to its positive premise;
(d4) the value assigned to the negative premise of a pnn -link must be equal to
the produ t of the value assigned to its positive premise with the value
assigned to its on lusion.
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Constraints on the links of a proof-net

In [5℄, the notion of dynami graph underlying a proof-net is introdu ed.
Using this notion, it is easy to prove that, for any given proof-net, the valuation
 is unique up to the renaming of the atoms assigned to the prin ipal inputs.
Example 5.
3

Figure 2 gives a proof-net for the formula of Example 1.

Remark that the set of fun tions from a set  to N, together with the pointwise
addition, orresponds indeed to the ommutative monoid freely generated by  .
Therefore, in this ase, it woud be more natural to write \+" for the binary operation
of the stru ture. Nevertheless, for the sake of uniformity, we will sti k to the produ t
notation.
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A proof-net

In his thesis [22℄, Roorda noted that is possible to assign labels that obey
the ontraints of De nition 4 to the verti es of any orre t proof-stru ture (i.e.,
a proof-stru ture that orresponds to some sequent derivation). On the other
hand, he did not prove that the existen e of su h an assignement is suÆ ient to
ensure orre tness. He stated it as an open problem. We solve the question in
[5℄ where, indeed, we proved that the ondition is suÆ ient.4 Consequently, we
have the following proposition.

Proposition 6.

Let A be an impli ative formula. A is INL(respe tively, IL,
IMLL) provable if and only if there exists an INL(respe tively, IL, IMLL)

ut

proof-net for it.

4

Proof-sear h as a mat hing problem

De nition 4 suggests almost immediately a proof-sear h pro edure, whi h may
be roughly des ribed as follows:

{ given a formula, assign to the verti es of its proof-frame values that obey
the onstraints of Figure 1;

{ try to nd a set of axiom links su h that the values assigned to the on lusions
of any axiom link are equal.

Now, the problem in trying to assign values to a proof-frame is that the onstants
assigned to its prin ipal inputs are not suÆ ient to determine the values assigned
to its other verti es. The way out is to assign variables to some of the verti es,
and then to sear h for a set of axiom links su h that the terms assigned to
4

In fa t, Roorda onje tured that the ondition was not suÆ ient.
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the on lusions of any axiom link are uni able. To make this idea pre ise, we
introdu e the notion of valuated proof-frame.
Let X be a ountably in nite set disjoint from  , whose elements will be
alled the variables. We write T (; X ) for the set of terms generated by  and
X (in luding the identity element ). We have T ( )  T (; X ) and, in this
setting, the elements of T ( ) are alled the ground terms. When t is a term,
we write var(t) (respe tively, st(t)) to denote the set of variables (respe tively,
onstants) o urring in t. We extend these notations to sets of terms in the
obvious way.

De nition 7. Let A be an impli ative formula. A valuated proof-frame of A
onsists of the proof-frame of A, P = hV; E i, together with an appli ation  :
V ! T (; X ) su h that:
(a) the value assigned by  to the root of P is ;
(b) the values assigned by  to the prin ipal inputs of P are elements of  that
are pairwise di erent;
( ) the values assigned by  to the prin ipal outputs of P are elements of X
that are pairwise di erent;
(d) the values assigned by  obey the onstraints given in Figure 1.
One easily shows that any formula admits a valuated proof-frame, whi h is
unique up to a renaming of the onstants assigned the prin ipal inputs and the
variables assigned to the prin ipal outputs. Consequently, we will speak of the
valuated proof-frame of a formula.
A substitution skeleton  is de ned to be a partial fun tion  : X ! T ( )
whose domain is nite. Su h a substitution skeleton indu es a unique fun tion
^ : T (; X ) ! T (; X ) su h that:
(a)
(b)
()
(d)

^ () = ,
^ (x) = (x), for x 2 dom(),
^ (a) = a, for a 2 ( [ X ) n dom(),
^ (  ) = ^ ( )  ^ ( ).

A fun tion su h as ^ is alled a substitution, and we write Subst(X ;  ) for
the set of substitutions. By a slight abuse of language, we will speak of the
domain of a substitution to mean the domain of its skeleton. If  and  are two
substitutions whose domains are disjoint, we have that  Æ  =  Æ  , and the
skeleton of the substitution is the union of the two skeletons. In su h a ase,
again by abuse of language, we will write  [  for  Æ  .
The next lemma is almost immediate.

hh

Lemma 8.

i i

Let A be an impli ative formula, and let P = V; E ;  be its valuated proof-frame. Then, A is INL(respe tively, IL, IMLL) provable if and only
if there exists a one-one orresponden e R between the positive leaves and the
negative leaves of P , together with a substitution 
Subst( ;  ) su h that for
any positive leave p and any negative leave n, p R n implies that:

2
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X

(a) if p is de orated with A then n is de orated with A? ;
(b)  ((p)) =  ((n)) (respe tively, modulo asso iativity,

modulo asso iativity

and ommutativity).

Proof. Imagine there exist su h a orresponden e R and su h a substitution
. It is easy to he k that hhV; E [ Ri;  Æ i is a proof-net. Consequently, by
Proposition 6, A is provable.
Conversely, suppose that A is provable, and onsequently, that there exists a
proof-net hhV; E 0 i; 0 i. Take R = E 0 n E (the axiom links of the proof-nets). We
have that p R n implies 0 (p)) = 0 (n). It is then easy to show, by indu tion on
the proof-frame of A, that there exists a substitution su h that 0 =  Æ . u
t

From the above lemma, we have that to any impli ative formula A orrespond
two sets of terms P and N su h that A is provable if and only if there exists
a one-one- orresponden e between P and N together with a substitution that
uni es the orresponding terms. In general, the onverse is not true: one annot
asso iate an impli ative formula to any pair of sets of terms. The main goal
of this se tion is to hara terize the pairs of sets (P; N ) whi h orrespond to
impli ative formulas.
We de ne the sets of positive (P ) and negative (N ) terms as follows:

P
N

::= X j (P   ) j (  P )
::=  j (N  X ) j (X  N )

The unique variable o urring in a positive term is alled the head of the term.
Similarly, the head of a negative term is the unique onstant o urring in it. We
also de ne the set of positive ground terms (G ). These are positive terms whose
head as been instantiated by a onstant:

G

::=  j (G   ) j (  G )

We de ne the a essibility relation  on
G [ P [ N . Then, t  u if and only if:

G [P[N

as follows. Let t; u

2

{ either t 2 G [ P , u 2 N , and the head of u o urs in t;
{ or t 2 N , u 2 P , and the head of u o urs in t.
We now de ne the entral notion of this paper

De nition 9. A pn-mat hing problem onsists of two nite sets of terms P and
N su h that:
(a) P ontains one positive ground term, alled the root of the problem, and all
its other elements are positive terms;
(b) all the elements of N are negative terms;
( ) all the heads of the positive (respe tively, negative) terms are di erent;
(d) the head of ea h positive (respe tively, negative) term o urs in exa tly one
negative (respe tively, positive or positive ground) term;
9

(e) ea h onstant (respe tively, variable) that o urs in a positive or positive
ground (respe tively, negative) term is the head of a negative (respe tively,
positive) term;
(f) (8t 2 P [ N ) r  t, where r is the root of the problem, and  is the
transitive re exive losure of the a essibility relation.
Su h a pn-mat hing problem admits a free-solution (respe tively, a-solution, a solution) if and only if there exists a one-one- orresponden e R between P and N
together with a substitution  2 Subst(X ;  ) su h that (8p 2 P )(8n 2 N ) p R n
implies  (p) =  (n) (respe tively, modulo asso iativity, modulo asso iativity and
ommutativity).
As we will see, the above notion of pn-mat hing orresponds to provability
of one-literal formulas. It is not diÆ ult to get rid of this restri tion. It suÆ es
to add to the problem (P; N ) a set of onstraints C 2 P  N su h that
(8p1 ; p2 2 P )(8n1 ; n2 2 N ) (p1 ; n1 ); (p1 ; n2 ); (p2 ; n2 ) 2 C

) (p2 ; n1 ) 2 C;

and require that any solution (R;  ) is su h that R  C . Nevertheless, we prefer
not to onsider su h a set of onstraints C in order to keep the notion of pnmat hing as simple as possible. One of our goal is to gain some insight into the
omplexity of the Lambek al ulus. With respe t to this aim, there is no harm
in onsidering only one-literal formulas. Indeed, it is a dire t onsequen e of [15℄
that one-literal multipli ative formulas are not easier to prove than many-literal
multipli ative formulas.
We will speak of free pn-mat hing, asso iative pn-mat hing, or asso iative
ommutative pn-mat hing a ording to the kind of solutions we onsider (freesolution, a-solution, or a -solution, respe tively). On the other hand, when
stating properties that are ommon to the three kinds of problems, we will
simply say pn-mat hing.
It is not diÆ ult to prove that the de nitional properties of a pn-mat hing
problem (P; N ) imply that the a essibility relation on P [ N is a tree. This
property will be useful in the sequel.
Clearly, a ne essary ondition for a pn-mat hing problem to admit a solution
is that P and N have the same ardinality. We will ome ba k to this in Se tion
5.
We say that a substitution  is relative to a set of terms T if and only if
dom( )  var(T ). It is easy to show that, whenever a pn-mat hing problem
(P; N ) admits a solution (R;  ), it admits a solution (R;  0 ) where  0 is relative
to P . In the sequel of this paper, we will only onsider su h solutions.
We end this se tion by proving that free, asso iative, and asso iative ommutative pn-mat hing are equivalent to provability in INL, IL, and IMLL.

Proposition 10.

For any one-literal impli ative formula A, there exists a pnmat hing problem (P; N ) su h that A is INL (respe tively, IL, IMLL) provable
if and only if (P; N ) admits a free solution (respe tively, a-solution, a -solution).
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Take P to be the set of terms assigned to the positive leaves of the
valuated proof-frame of A. Similarly, take N to be the set of terms assigned to
its negative leaves. One may easily show, by indu tion on the proof-frame of A,
that (P; N ) is a pn-mat hing problem. Then, by Lemma 8, this problem admits
a solution if and only if A is provable.
ut

Proof.

As a orollary of this proposition, we have that asso iative ommutative pnmat hing is NP- omplete sin e provability in IMLL is known to be NP- omplete
[9℄.
To show the onverse of proposition 10, we asso iate a valuated partial parse
tree T (t) to ea h term t 2 P as follows:
(a)
(b)

T (X ) onsists of a simple positive node A, whi h is assigned X ;
T (a  t) is obtained as follows: repla e in T (t) the positive leave whi h is
assigned t by a ppn -link whose positive premise A is assigned a  t and whose

negative premise A? is assigned a;
( ) T (t  a) is obtained as follows: repla e in T (t) the positive leave whi h is
assigned t by a npp -link whose negative premise A? is assigned a and whose
positive premise A is assigned t  a.
Similarly, one de nes T (t), for t 2 N :

(a)
(b)

T (a) onsists of a simple negative node A? , whi h is assigned a;
T (X  t) is obtained as follows: repla e in T (t) the negative leave whi h is

assigned t by a pnn -link whose positive premise A is assigned X and whose
negative premise A? is assigned X  t;
( ) T (t  X ) is obtained as follows: repla e in T (t) the negative leave whi h is
assigned t by a nnp -link whose negative premise A? is assigned t  X and
whose positive premise A is assigned X .
Finally, one de nes T (t), for t 2 G :

T (a)

onsists of a npp -link whose both premises are assigned a and whose
on lusion is assigned ;
(b) T (a  t), where t is not atomi , is obtained as follows: repla e in T (t) the
positive leave whi h is assigned t by a ppn -link whose positive premise A is
assigned a  t and whose negative premise A? is assigned a;
( ) T (t  a) is obtained as follows: repla e in T (t) the positive leave whi h is
assigned t by a npp -link whose negative premise A? is assigned a and whose
positive premise A is assigned t  a.
(a)

Proposition 11.

For any pn-mat hing problem (P; N ), there exists a one-literal
impli ative formula A su h that A is INL(respe tively, IL, IMLL) provable if
and only if (P; N ) admits a free solution (respe tively, a-solution, a -solution).
Proof. Let P and N be two sets of terms that satis y Conditions (b), ( ), (d),
and (f) of De nition 9|but that does not ne essarily satisfy Condition (e). We
onstru t a valuated proof-frame F by indu tion on the a essibility relation. If
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N is empty, and onsequently, P = frg where r is the root of the problem, we
take F = T (r). Otherwise, let t 2 P [ N be a term that is maximal with respe t
of . Let F 0 be the valuated proof-frame asso iated, by indu tion hypothesis,
to the problem obtained by removing t from (P; N ). F is then onstru ted by
grafting T (t) in pla e of the unique leave of F 0 that is assigned the head of t
and that has the same polarity as t. It is not diÆ ult to he k that F is indeed
the valuated proof-frame of a one-literal formula A, and that the positive and
negative leaves of F are respe tively assigned the elements of P and N . Hen e,

ut

the proof of the proposition follows by Lemma 8.

As a orollary of this proposition, we have that free pn-mat hing is polynomial sin e provability in INL is known to be polynomial [1℄. Finally, as a orollary
of both Proposition 10 and 11, we have that provability of one-literal formulas
in IL is NP- omplete or polynomial if and only if asso iative pn-mat hing is
NP- omplete or polynomial, respe tively. Consequently, the omplexity problem
of the Lambek al ulus may be studied through our notion of pn-mat hing
5

A pn-mat hing algorithm

In this se tion, we give a general pn-mat hing algorithm. We rst spe ify it
by means of a non deterministi transition system. Then we explain how this
algorithm may be implemented in a more eÆ ient way.
In what follows, we assume that the terms de ning a pn-mat hing problem
are assigned di erent integers, and if t is su h an indexed term #t denotes
the integer assigned to t. We also assume that a substitution applied on an
indexed term does not a e t the integer, i.e., # (t) = #t. This is only needed
to keep a tra e of the original terms when applying a substitution and to allow
orresponden es between terms to be represented as relations on integers.
Let P and N be two sets of indexed terms, R  NN , and  2 Subst(X ;  ).
Consider the following transition:

hP; N; R; i ! h (P n ftg);  (N n fug); R [ f(#t; #u)g;  Æ i
(1)
where t 2 P is a positive ground term, u 2 N , and  is a substitution whose
domain is var(u) and su h that t =  (u).
We will prove that a pn-mat hing problem (P; N ) admits a solution (R;  )
if and only if there exists a sequen e of transitions su h that:

hP; N; ?; id i ! h?; ?; R; i

(2)

Clearly there annot be in nite sequen es su h as (2). Moreover, the bran hing
due to the non-determinism of Transition (1) is nite. Consequently, Transition
(1) spe i es indeed a non deterministi algorithm. Proving the orre tness of
this algorithm (i.e., the if-part of the above statement) is straightforward.

Proposition 12.

Let

(P; N )

pn-mat hing problem
hP; N; ?; id i ! h?; ?; R; i
be a
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su h that

Then

(R;  )

Proof.

is a solution to

(P; N ).

A straightforward indu tion on the sequen e of transitions.

ut

In order to prove the ompleteness of the algorithm, we rst establish a
lemma.

Lemma 13. Let (P1 ; N1) and (P2 ; N2 ) be two pn-mat hing problems su h that
var(P1 ) \ var(P2 ) = ?. If there exist sequen es of transitions su h that
hP1 ; N1 ; ?; id i ! h?; ?; R1; 1 i and hP2 ; N2 ; ?; id i ! h?; ?; R2 ; 2 i
then there exist a sequen e of transition su h that

hP1 [ P2 ; N1 [ N2 ; R0 ; 0 i ! h?; ?; R2 [ R1 [ R0 ; 2 [ 1 [ 0 i
where

R0

var(P1 )

is any relation, and
and var(P2 ).

0

is a substitution whose domain is disjoint from

Sin e var(P1 ) \ var(P2 ) = ?, we have that 1 (P2 ) = P2 and 1 (N2 ) = N2 .
It is then straightforward to prove that:

Proof.

hP1 [ P2 ; N1 [ N2; R0 ; 0 i ! hP2 ; N2 ; R1 [ R0 ; 1 Æ 0 i
! h?; ?; R2 [ R1 [ R0 ; 2 Æ 1 Æ 0 i
Moreover, we have that the domain of 0 , 1 , and 2 are pairwise disjoint. Hen e,
2 Æ 1 Æ 0 = 2 [ 1 [ 0 .
ut
We now prove the ompleteness of the algorithm.

Proposition 14. Let (P; N ) be a pn-mat hing problem that
(R;  ). Then there exists a sequen e of transitions su h that:
hP; N; ?; id i ! h?; ?; R; i

admits a solution

Proof. Let r 2 P be the root of the problem, and let u 2 N be su h that
(#r; #u) 2 R. Then, let u be the substitution  restri ted to var(u), and let
(ti )i2n be the positive terms su h that u  ti . De ne the following sets, relations,
and substitutions:

Pi = ft 2 P j u (ti )  u (t)g
Ni = ft 2 N j u (ti )  u (t)g
Ri = R \ (#Pi  #Ni )
i is the substitution  restri ted to var(Pi )
It is easy to show, from the de nitional properties of a pn-mat hing problem
that:

{ (8i; j 2 n) i 6= j implies Pi \ Pj = ? and Ni \ Nj = ?,
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S

S

{ Si2n Pi = P n frg and i2n Ni =
S N n fug,
{ i2n Ri = R n f(#r; #u)g and ( i2n i ) [ u = ,
{ ((u (Pi ); u (Ni )))i2n is a family of pn-mat hing problems, with (ti )i2n as
roots, that admits the family of solutions ((Ri ; i ))i2n .
Then, by indu tion hypothesis, there exist sequen es of transitions su h that:

hu (Pi ); u (Ni ); ?; id i ! h?; ?; Ri ; i i;
and, by iterating Lemma 13,

h

[

i2n

u (Pi );

[

i2n

u (Ni ); f(#r; #u)g; u i

whi h allows us to on lude sin e

hP; N; ?; id i ! h

[

i2n

u (Pi );

[
i2n

! h?; ?; R; i;

u (Ni ); f(#r; #u)g; u i

ut

There are di erent sour es of non-determinism in our pn-mat hing algorithm:
(a) the hoi e of the positive ground term t a ording to whi h the transition is
done,
(b) the hoi e of the negative term u to be mat hed with t,
( ) the hoi e of the substitution  su h that t =  (u).
One annot avoid (b) and ( ). On the other hand, the non-determinism due to
(a) may be ir umvented as we will explain by transforming our algorithm.
We rst show that there is no need for updating N in Transition (1). Consider
the following sequen e of transitions:

hP; N; ?; id i ! hP 0 ; N 0 ; R; i
! h (P 0 n ftg);  (N 0 n fug); R [ f(#t; #u)g;  Æ i
where (P; N ) is a pn-mat hing problem. It is a dire t onsequen e of Properties
( ), (d) and (e) of De nition 9 that the substitution  does not a e t N 0 n fug,
i.e.,  (N 0 n fug) = N 0 n fug. Moreover, be ause of these same properties, there
annot be any positive ground term t0 2  (P 0 nftg) su h that t0 =  0 (u) for some
substitution  0 . Hen e, updating N is only needed in order to ensure that P and
N have the same number of elements. But this may be he ked on e and for all
before starting any sequen e of transition. Therefore, one may assume that N is
an invariant datum that is global to all the possible sequen es of transitions.
Now onsider the set P 0 n ftg that appears in the above transition. This set
may be partitioned into two set P1 and P2 as follows:

P1 = ft 2 P 0 j u  tg

and
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P2 = P 0 n (P1 [ ftg)

Again by the de nitional properties of a pn-mat hing problem, one may prove
that all the terms in  (P1 ) are positive ground terms and that  (P2 ) = P2 .
Moreover, using Property (f) of De nition 9, one proves that, whenever  (P 0 nftg)
does not ontain any positive ground term, we have P 0 n ftg = ?.
These observations lead us to the de nition of a new transition:

hG; R; i P;N
! h(G n ftg) [  (Q); R [ f(#t; #u)g;  Æ i

(3)

where:

{ P , G, and N are sets of positive, positive ground, and negative terms respe tively;

{ R  N  N and  2 Subst(X ;  );
{ t 2 G, u 2 N , and  is a substitution whose domain is var(u) and su h that
t =  (u);
{ Q = ft 2 P j u  tg.
It follows from the above dis ussion that a pn-mat hing problem (P; N ) with
root r admits a solution (R;  ) if and only if there exists a sequen e of transitions
su h that:
hfrg; ?; id i P;N
! h?; R; i
(4)
provided that P and N have the same number of elements.
Finally, let G, R, and  be su h that

hfrg; ?; id i P;N
! hG; R; i

(5)

where (P; N ) is a pn-mat hing problem whose root is r. Assume that there exists
two di erent transitions:

hG; R; i P;N
! h(G n ft1 g) [ 1 (Q1 ); R [ f(#t1 ; #u1 )g; 1 Æ i
P;N
hG; R; i ! h(G n ft2 g) [ 2 (Q2 ); R [ f(#t2 ; #u2 )g; 2 Æ i
It is easy to prove, by indu tion on the length of Sequen e (5) that st(t1 ) \
st(t2 ) = ?. Consequently, we have u1 6= u2 , var(u1 ) \ var(u2 ) = ?, and Q1 \
Q2 = ?. This implies that there exist two transitions su h that:

h(G n ft1 g) [ 1 (Q1 ); R [ f(#t1 ; #u1 )g; 1 Æ i N;P
!
h(G n ft1; t2 g) [ 1 (Q1 ) [ 2 (Q2 ); R [ f(#t1 ; #u1 ); (#t2 ; #u2)g; (1 [ 2 ) Æ i
h(G n ft2 g) [ 2 (Q2 ); R [ f(#t2 ; #u2 )g; 2 Æ i N;P
!
h(G n ft1; t2 g) [ 1 (Q1 ) [ 2 (Q2 ); R [ f(#t1 ; #u1 ); (#t2 ; #u2)g; (1 [ 2 ) Æ i
Consequently, there is no sour e of non-determinism in the hoi e of the
positive ground term a ording to whi h the transition is done. This means that
15

the sear h for a su essful sequen e of transitions may be organised as an and/ortree. In Appendix A, su h an and/or-tree is given for the following asso iative
pn-mat hing problem:

P = f1 : ab ; 2 : Z; 3 : Y; 4 : eX; 5 : W dg and
N = f10 : ; 20 : Y bZ; 30 : e; 40 : d; 50 : aXW g
The main nodes, in this tree, are labelled with ground terms and the edges
growing from these orrespond to the di erent negative terms that mat h with
the ground terms labelling the main nodes. Ea h su h edge is labelled with the
index of the orresponding negative term. Then there is a possible or-node with
leaving edges orresponding to the possible di erent uni ers. Finally, ea h possible uni er gives rise to a and-node whose leaving edges rea h the new positive
ground terms resulting from a transition.
In su h an and/or-tree, the subtree growing out of a main node is history
independent: it is ompletely determined by the ground term labelling the main
node. Consequently, the proof-sear h spa e may be organised as a DAG rather
than as a tree (by using memoization or dynami programming te hniques, for
instan e).
6

Con lusions and future work

We have redu ed INL, IL, and IMLL provability to mat hing problems that
emphasise the part played by asso iativity in the ase of IL, and asso iativity and
ommutativity in the ase of IMLL. As we said in the introdu tion, we hope that
this redu tion will give an insight into the omplexity of the Lambek al ulus. An
important question, in this ontext, is to know wether our pn-mat hing algorithm
runs in polynomial time in the non-asso iative ase. In fa t, even in this simple
ase, it is not diÆ ult to onstru t families of formulas for whi h the proofsear h spa e, when organised as a tree, has an exponential number of nodes (see
Appendix B). Consequently, the only hope of obtaining a polynomial algorithm
is to organise some sharing as we suggested at the end of the previous se tion. If
we do so, our pn-mat hing algorithm runs in polynomial time provided that the
number of di erent positive ground terms involved in the sear h is polynomial.
Several experimental results (see Appendix B, for instan es) suggest that this is
the ase. Unfortunately, we do not know how to prove it in general. Therefore,
the next step of this work will be to solve this question.
The rst experiments we have ondu ted seem to indi ate that our pnmat hing algorithm has a good behaviour in pra ti e. Hen e, it would be interesting to see how our approa h ompete with other methods [16,23℄. In this
pra ti al setting, working only in the impli ative fragment of mutipli ative linear logi is a limitation. This raised the question of extending our pro edure to
fragments in luding additives and exponentials. In this respe t, [11℄ might be
a sour e of inspiration. Indeed, in the purely impli ative ase, there is a strong
onne tion between our proof-sear h algorithm and Lamar he's games.
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A

An example of proof-sear h spa e

20

1 : ab7

77
77
77

50 7

/.-,
()*+
^ IIYII=a

3:a

Z =bII

I

2:

77
77
77
()*+
/.-,
()*+
/.-,
_&+&+
^ IIIXI= 4 : e
&&++
W =b II
&& ++
I
&& ++
5
:b d
+
&& +
&& ++
&& ++
&& ++
&& +++
&& ++
&& +
()*+
&& /.-,
^ IIIXI=b 4 : eb
&&
&&
W = II
I
&&
&&
5: d
&&
&&
()*+
/.-,
^ IIXII=b 4 : eb
W =II
I

5:d
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B

Experimental results

The experiments we report here on ern only the non-asso iative ase. They
have been ondu ted using a CAML light programme of almost two hundred
lines.
A rst ben h mark onsists in the following family of formulas.

f0 = A
fi+1 = (fi Æ (fi
Fi = f i Æ f i

Æ fi )) Æ fi

This family has the property that ea h formula Fn has a number of di erent
proofs that is exponential in the length of Fn . In fa t, the length of Fn is 2  4n
and its number of di erent proofs is a double exponential in n, namely:

P

3

n 1
i=0

4i :

Our programme does not sear h for only one possible proof but omputes
the number of di erent proofs. Consequently, it explores the entire proof-sear h
spa e. The results of our experiment are given in the following table. The se ond
olumn gives the length of the formula. The third olumn gives the number of
nodes in the proof-sear h spa e when it is organised as a tree. On the other
hand, the fourth olumn gives the number of di erent nodes, i.e, the number of
nodes in the proof-sear h spa e when it is organised as a DAG. For n > 3, the
algorithm without sharing is not feasible. This explains the absen e of result in
the third olumn.

n length of Fn number of nodes number of nodes
1
2
3
4
5

8
32
128
512
2048

without sharing
9
390
302,549
|
|

with sharing
6
42
294
1,968
12,696

A se ond ben h mark is the following.

g0 = A
gi+1 = ((A Æ A) Æ A)
Gi = gi Æ fi

Æ gi

Ea h formula of this family has only one proof. However, the sear h for this
proof gives rise to a number of failures that grows exponentially when there is
no sharing.
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n length of Gn number of nodes number of nodes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

8
14
20
26
32
38
44
50
56
62

without sharing
7
27
86
271
838
2,555
7,679
22,777
66,768
193,719
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with sharing
7
14
22
31
41
52
64
77
91
106

